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Breathtaking nature, fascinating technology:
The ID.R’s record drive on Tianmen Mountain on video
and in a digital booklet
–

–
–

Volkswagen ID.R holds records on Pikes Peak, Tianmen, in Goodwood
and on the Nürburgring-Nordschleife
The ID.R project as a 56-page booklet available for media
Spectacular impressions: The fascinating record drive on Tianmen on
video

Wolfsburg (Germany) - The fifth sensational record of the ID.R: more than a week
ago at Tianmen Mountain (China), Volkswagen has once again demonstrated its
expertise in the field of electro-mobility and in motorsport. With the fully electric
powered ID.R, the pioneer and ambassador of the brand’s ID product family,
Volkswagen has set records worldwide on unique roads resp. circuits and
underlined the performance capabilities of electric drive. A 56-page digital media
booklet now summarizes these records and a gripping video clip looks back on
the recent trip to China.
The successful story of the ID.R began on
24 June 2018, arriving on the scene
instantly with a record. At the legendary
Pikes Peak (USA), Romain Dumas not only
won the famous ‘Race to the Clouds’ with
the 500 kW (680 PS) electric four-wheeldrive sports car, but also smashed the alltime record set by a petrol-powered
vehicle by a massive 16 seconds. A few
ID.R at Tianmen Mountain
weeks later, Dumas undercut the record
for electric vehicles at the traditionsteeped Goodwood Festival of Speed (GB) with the ID.R. On 3 June 2019, Volkswagen
stepped it up: The electric record on the Nürburgring-Nordschleife (Germany) was
beaten comprehensively, and a few days later came the all-time record in Goodwood.
Then followed the pioneering achievement of the year: on the Tianmen Mountain Big
Gate Road, Romain Dumas set the first official record on the breath-taking road to
‘Heaven’s Gate’ in China with the ID.R.
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Detailed documentation of the ID.R records in a digital booklet
All these previous successes can be revisited in a digital booklet, giving a behind-thescenes view of the technical development of the ID.R. The booklet is available on the
official Volkswagen Motorsport website at: bit.ly/IDR2019BookletEN
Impressive pictures from China of the Tianmen record drive
The record drive Tianmen is a true pioneering feat that Roman Dumas mastered on 2
September 2019 in 7:38.585 minutes with the ID.R. The 99 extremely tight turns over
10.906 kilometres are not only among the most technically challenging road sections
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in the world, they also provide breath-taking pictures. They are also available to view in
the video clip: bit.ly/TianmenIDR

About the Volkswagen brand:
The Volkswagen Passenger Cars brand is present in more than 150 markets throughout the world and produces
vehicles at over 50 locations in 14 countries. In 2018, Volkswagen delivered 6,2 million vehicles including bestselling
models such as the Golf, Tiguan, Jetta or Passat. Currently, 195,878 people work for Volkswagen across the globe.
The brand also has over 10,000 dealerships with 86,000 employees. Volkswagen is forging ahead consistently with
the further development of automobile production. E-mobility, smart mobility and the digital transformation of the
brand are the key strategic topics for the future.
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